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Number of Drones

Predicted 2.4 million hobbyist UAVs by 2022
Predicted 450,000 commercial UAVs by 2022
[FAA Aerospace Forecast FY 2018-2038]

Incidents have increased 4x in the last 4 years

Reported Incidents





The Problem

q Security problems:
q Covert use of drones/Rogue drones

q Privacy problems:
q Drones used to capture images/video without user consent

Airspace is a tightly regulated resource
Drones open up this resource



Make Airspace Great Again
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Make Airspace Great Again
q Keep the illegals out

q Methods to identify drones
q Physically prevent their entry/capture upon entry

q Keep tight tabs on the legally admitted ones
q Ensure that legally admitted ones behave themselves, e.g., 

in accordance with previously agreed-upon policies
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Beyond the scope of our proposal

Build a wall, maybe?
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Regulating Drones
q Keep the illegals out

q Methods to identify drones
q Physically prevent their entry/capture upon entry

q Keep tight tabs on the legally admitted ones:
q Ensure that legally admitted ones behave themselves, e.g., 

in accordance with previously agreed-upon policies
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Main focus of this paper



Regulating Drones
q Guest drones wish to overtly enter and use a 

host’s airspace (the restricted space)
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Regulating Drones
q Guest drones wish to overtly enter and use a 

host’s airspace (the restricted space)
q Guest drone “checks-in” with the host and obtains 

host’s security/privacy policy
q Guest drone enforces the policy and convinces 

host that it is in compliance:
q Our current proposal leverages trusted hardware (e.g., ARM 

TrustZone)
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Why Trusted Hardware?
q ARM TrustZone equips each drone with a trusted 

execution environment:
q Public/private keys serve to identify the drone.
q Guest drones can leverage attestation protocols 

to convince the host about specific properties of 
their software stack.

q See paper for details
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Example policies
Process images locally
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Drone Lane

Audit log GPS locations
Example policies



Information-flow Control
q Each of these policies concerns information flow 

between applications running on the drone
q Process images locally
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Information-flow Control
q Each of these policies concerns information flow 

between applications running on the drone
q Log GPS values
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Enforcing Information Flow
q Host sends policy to drone
q Drone attests that it is capable of IFC enforcement
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Enforcing IFC policies
q Drone must run an IFC-enforcing software stack:

q Building a prototype on ROS running atop IFC-enforcing 
Linux, inspired by Flume [SOSP’07]

q Currently ongoing (Expect in MobiSys 2020 J)

q Drone uses attestation protocols to convince host:
q That it is running an IFC-enforcing software stack
q That it is certain running “trusted” applications, e.g., Image 

filter or GPS logger.
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Deployment Considerations
q How will host communicate policies to drones?

q Via designated “entry corridors”
q Over-the-air, via 5G or WiMax (requires provider support)
q Challenge: Communication failures?

q Key distribution for drone authentication?
q Much the same approach as used in trusted hardware 

deployments today
q Challenge: PKI issues remain an eternal problem
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Key take-aways
q Need restricted spaces for drones
q Possible to accomplish this in some settings with:

q Information-flow control enforcement
q Trusted hardware support

q Gels well with emerging drone control platforms 
being proposed by think-tanks:

q For example, India’s Digital Sky Platform 
(https://digitalsky.dgca.gov.in)
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